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Abstract 

There is a large and growing literature on peer effects as researchers have long begun 

investigating the role of social interactions for explaining a series of individual behaviors. 

Schools are very important environments for studying peer effects. A sizable portion of human 

capital accumulation takes place in schools and this has consequences for individual 

productivity and wages, for instance. This paper is part of a project that investigates the 

existence of peer effects in academic outcomes (such as grade point average (GPA), grade in 

mandatory courses, obtained credits, dropout and retention rates) in a developing country. It 

does so by exploring specificities in the student's admission process of a Brazilian federal 

university, which works as a natural experiment. Individuals who are comparable in terms of 

previous academic achievement - based in their score in the admission exam - end up having 

classmates with better or worse performance in college because of the assignment rule of 

students to classrooms starting classes either in the first or in the second semester. Thus, our 

identification strategy for estimating peer effects on academic outcomes eliminates the 

endogenous self-selection into groups that would otherwise undermine the causal inference of 

peer effects. 

1 Introduction and Justification 

There is a large and growing literature on peer effects as researchers have long begun 

investigating the role of social interactions for explaining a series of individual behaviors. Peer 

influences may occur in different stages of the life cycle and in different environments. Some 

studies examine whether workers’ productivity increases when they work alongside more 

productive coworkers (Cornelissen et al., 2017; Mas and Moretti, 2009). Other researchers are 

interested in investigating peer effects on health outcomes and risky behaviors of children, 

adolescents and youth, with examples ranging from the influence of peers on an individual's 

weight gain (Yakusheva et al., 2014; Trogdon et al., 2008) or on an individual's fast food 

consumption (Fortin and Yazbeck, 2015) to the influence of peers on smoking, drinking, 

gambling, misbehavior, etc. (Eisenberg et al., 2014; Carrell and Hoekstra, 2010; Gaviria and 

Raphael, 2001). Peer effects are present in a wide range of individual decisions and choices. 

For instance, there are studies analyzing how consumption decisions of individuals depend on 

information they receive from peers (Moretti, 2011), how peer’s political identification and/or 

engagement affects individual political behaviors (Campos et al., 2015), and how peer groups 

influence the take-up of government social programs (Dahl et al., 2014). 



Peer effects can also have important long lasting effects. Analyzing the role of peer social 

networks in explaining smoking behavior among adolescents who were schoolmates, Ali and 

Dwyer (2009) found that besides being important determinants of adolescents' smoking 

behavior, these peer effects persist into adulthood. Chetty et al. (2011) analyze the effect on 

adulthood of interactions that occurred in childhood in an educational environment as well. 

Seeking to understand how an individual's kindergarten classroom may affect their earnings in 

adulthood (among other outcomes), they found that students randomly assigned to higher 

quality classrooms - measured by students with higher end-of-class test scores - have higher 

earnings when adults. 

Schools are very important environments for studying peer effects. This is so because since 

kindergarten age, most of individuals may spend half of their day in classrooms frequently 

surrounded by more than a dozen other individuals. Additionally, a sizable portion of human 

capital accumulation takes place in schools and this has consequences for individual 

productivity and wages. These are reasons why most of the researches about peer effects (on 

the most diverse subjects such as wages, health outcomes, risky behaviors, political 

engagement, school performance and dropping-out, etc) are based on information on different 

educational environments (Chetty et al., 2011; Trogdon et al., 2008; Carrell and Hoekstra, 2010; 

DeLay et al. 2016; Gaviria and Raphael, 2001; Eisenberg et al., 2014; Fortin and Yazbeck, 

2015; Campos et al., 2015; Neidell and Waldfogel, 2010). 

There is also strong evidence of peer effects on indicators related to educational performance 

and this is observed at every school level, from pre-kindergarten to college education. Neidell 

and Waldfogel (2010) verified robust effects of the quality of peers (based on students' test 

scores) in early education - kindergarten and early elementary grade - on math and reading 

outcomes among children in the United States. Analogously, De Melo (2014) provided evidence 

of positive effects of the performance of peers in reading and mathematics scores and mixed 

evidence on science in her study of Uruguayan primary schools. Using data from Florida 

elementary public schools, Burke and Sass (2013) found that students with low initial 

achievement levels appear to benefit less from an increase in the average ability of their peer 

group than do those with higher initial scores. Many studies of peer effects in college rely on 

roommates and dormmates since these are often the peer groups which can be easily identified 

(Sacerdote, 2011). Zimmerman (2003), Sacerdote (2001) and Carrel et al. (2009) found that 

roommates’ background (such as High School class rank or grade point average - GPA) and 

current achievement (measured by college GPA) affect own achievement. 

The question of whether classroom peer interactions matter for students learning has long been 

of concern to social scientists, educators, and policymakers. Why peer effects has attracted so 

much attention? Peer groups effects have played an outstanding role in numerous policy 

debates (Hanushek et al., 2003). According to Soetevent (2006), this is so because in general 

policymakers aim at implementing a social policy that ultimately maximizes the welfare of the 



worst-off individuals. For achieving this goal it is necessary a thorough understanding of the 

determinants of the decision making process that takes place at the individual level. Neglecting 

social interaction effects that impact individual decisions is inefficient and may lead to 

undesirable outcomes and to a reconsideration of the costs and benefits of public policies and 

initiatives.  

Nowadays, many countries are implementing desegregation programs. As social interactions 

probably influence academic decisions, study habits, and individual aspirations, socioeconomic 

stratification in the establishment of social networks has important implications for the 

persistence of educational disparities (Soetevent, 2006; Graham, 2011; De Melo, 2014).The 

Right to Education Act is an India's nationwide program launched in 2009 which requires that at 

least 25 per cent of private schools sits are assigned to disadvantaged children (Mehrotra, 

2012; De Melo, 2014). In Brazil, public college education began to be influenced by affirmative 

action policies, with a strong expansion of these policies by 2012 when it was established that 

50 per cent of seats in Federal universities in the country should be assigned to disadvantage 

students (Rossetto and Gonçalves, 2015). 

Graham (2011) emphasizes that an effective policy-making requires knowledge of the causal 

mapping from group composition into outcomes. Any meaningful educational program would 

generate large changes in the allocation of students, and hence peer groups, across 

schools/universities. The magnitude and structure of any peer group effect in learning would be 

a key determinant of these changes. It would also determine their effects on the level and 

distribution of student achievement. For these reasons knowledge of any peer spillover is 

required for optimal educational program design. 

In spite of the relevance of the subject, according to Hanushek et al. (2003), only few direct 

investigations of the effect of peer groups on student performance had been done up to the 

beginning of 2000s. Soetevent (2006) surveyed the extent to which recent empirical 

contributions have succeeded in overcoming the challenges in truly estimating the effects of 

peers academic performance on students achievements in university. The author analyzes eight 

prominent studies published before mid-2000s. All of them are in American universities. In fact, 

research exploring peer effects on student achievement using developing countries data is 

extremely scarce (Asadullah and Chaudhury, 2008; Soetevent, 2006). 

Much debate has addressed the actual relevance of peer effects especially given the 

identification challenges posed by any study of social interactions (De Melo, 2014). Peer effects 

on student performance may have important implications for designing college courses. On one 

hand, if there are no peer effects, grouping students by levels of ability is desirable since 

teachers can adjust resources/classes according to each class' skills. On the other hand, if 

there are positive peer effects, mixing poor-performing students with better ones may be more 

efficient as long as this does not harm the latter (Chen et al., 2015). However, peer effects are 



notoriously difficult to estimate econometrically because in most contexts people choose with 

whom they associate. Therefore, while similarities in behavior among members within the same 

group may be due to peer effects, it is difficult to rule out the possibility that group members 

may be similar to each other along unobserved dimensions or may have come together with the 

intention of achieving similar outcomes (Kremer and Levy, 2008). 

Using a unique dataset on students in one of the flagship universities in Brazil, we are able to 

deal with the identification challenges that plague the extant literature. This paper proposes to 

investigate the existence of peer effects in academic outcomes (such as grade point average 

(GPA), grade in mandatory courses, obtained credits, dropout and retention rates) in a 

developing country. It does so by exploring specificities in the Federal University of Minas 

Gerais (UFMG) selection process. In particular, there is only one entrance exam per year
1
, but 

based on this exam, two classes of students are formed: one group begins the course in the 

first semester while the other begins in the second semester of each year. Roughly speaking, 

students who were admitted to the university are ranked according to their entrance exam score 

and the half portion with the best scores enter in the first semester, while the others enter in the 

second semester. This assignment rule causes some individuals who scored similarly in the 

entrance exam to have peers of very different quality in terms of previous achievement. Indeed, 

the worse ranked among those who entered in the first semester usually have a similar score to 

the individuals best ranked among those who entered in the second semester, but the former 

have peers all scoring better than the peers of the latter. Hence, by comparing academic 

outcomes of individuals who were at the margin of being assigned to different semesters we 

can estimate the extent of peer effects. Technically, the discontinuous assignment rule allows a 

causal inference of peer effects based on a regression discontinuity approach (Imbens and 

Lemieux, 2008; Lee and Lemieux, 2010, 2015). 

There are some studies on the determinants of educational performance in Brazil and, in 

particular, related to the effects of peers in the context of different school levels, with the latest 

ones focusing in university environments: André (2016), Poldin et al. (2015) and Matta et al. 

(2016). These studies found opposite peer effects on achievement and as far as we know, 

these are the only studies intended to estimate peer effects on academic achievements in 

Brazilian universities. They were all publicized (only one of them was actually published in a 

journal) in the last year, reinforcing the importance and contemporaneity of this research object. 
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Since the 1970s, when UFMG began to organize its admission exams, UFMG always had a single 

selection process per year to fill two classes of students - one beginning in the first semester and 

another beginning in the second. This decision was mainly related to logistics, as organizing the 

admission exam is an extremely complex task. The only exceptions in this historical series from 1970 to 

2017 are the years 2014 and 2015, in which there was two annual Vestibular editions. 



Studies such as the one we are proposing here can help clarifying some fundamental points to 

be considered for instance when designing educational policies and, therefore, are of interest 

not only to school administrators, but also to parents, students and the whole society. 

2 Methodology 

Studying the influence of peers on students' academic achievements has attracted considerable 

interest as it enhances our understanding of the educational process. However, measuring peer 

effects is a difficult task. This is so because students' outcomes depend on numerous factors 

and isolating peer influences is particularly problematic since people typically choose those with 

whom they associate (Zimmerman, 2003). 

We overcome these identification problems by using a unique Brazilian federal university 

dataset
2
.  

2.1 The data 

We will use a rich set of administrative data from the Federal University of Minas Gerais 

(UFMG). Founded in 1927, UFMG is one of the best Brazilian higher education institutions. 

Based on indicators of research, innovation, internationalization, teaching and job market 

insertion, UFMG was classified as the fourth best university in the country (RUF 2016) and the 

seventh best university of America Latina (THE 2016). 

Being free of charge and holding a high quality status compared to their private counterpart, 

federal universities generally attract students from a wide range of socioeconomic backgrounds, 

and this makes the competition for a seat very fierce. In this context, UFMG is also one of 

Brazil's largest universities with more than 3,100 teachers and nearly 32,000 students enrolled 

in 90 undergraduate courses in 2015 (MEC and INEP, 2016). 

Although UFMG students’ data is not publicly available and getting access to it took a while, we 

have now access to their datasets and are working on cleaning, organizing and consolidating it. 
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André (2016) also estimated peer effects on college academic performance of students of the Federal 

University of Ceará (UFC) using an equivalent natural experiment. However, the similarities of this 

proposal with the purpose of his dissertation end here. This proposal goes further while estimating peer 

effects on college academic achievement mainly by: 1) analyzing additional academics outcomes (in 

addition to the GPA), such as grade in mandatory courses, obtained credits, dropout and retention rates 

and 2) the use of a significantly longer period, between 2005 and 2013 (in comparison to year 2008) 

with the possibility of controlling for teachers' fixed effects which is advised by other studies (Burke and 

Sass, 2013; Duflo et al., 2011). As additional points, it is worth mentioning that we will use information 

on students from a university located at the Southeast region, the most developed region of the country 

(in comparison to an university in the least developed region, the Northeast) and which is one of the 

best universities of Brazil and Latin America (according to Ranking Universitário Folha and THE World 

University Rankings, UFMG is among the top 5 (top 10) universities in Brazil (Latin America). 



In general, there is information on student entrance exam scores, information on the admission 

course, the year and semester that each student entered, besides having information on 

students' academic situation (regular, drop-out, conclusion), GPAs, Brazilian State of origin, 

marital status, race, sex, reason why choosing the course, how many times the student tried to 

get into a university before and a series of demographic and socioeconomic variables such as 

whether the student studied at public schools, is working or has ever had a job, mother and/or 

father is alive, mother's and father's education and occupation, monthly family income, 

household assets, among others. Additionally, we got information about the grade in mandatory 

courses, obtained credits, grade retention, the student's classes and disciplines. Also, we got 

access to the candidate's handbook and the college admission exam (which in Brazil is called 

Vestibular
3
) resolution regarding the whole period of years of this study. 

We managed to get access to data with this information spanning the years 1995-2013
4
. Our 

population is composed of more than 77,000 UFMG students. Table 1 shows some general 

descriptive statistics for years 1995, 2005 and 2013, respectively the beginning, middle and the 

end of the period of the data we are working on.  
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Traditionally, UFMG admission process was divided in two stages. The first stage comprised 8 tests with 

multiple choice questions related to subjects in the core of High School (Biology, Physics, Geography, 

History, Foreign Language (Spanish, French or English), Portuguese Language and Brazilian Literature, 

Mathematics and Chemistry). The second stage consisted of a writing test, common to all courses, and 

of specific tests by course. Since 2011 the ENEM (National High School Exam) was adopted as the first 

stage of UFMG entrance exams and in 2014 the ENEM was adopted as the only admission exam and the 

second stage was no longer applied. 

4
As explained in footnote 1, exceptionally in 2014 and 2015, UFMG had two admission exams instead of 

one as it used to be in all previous years. This is the reason why the most recent year we are going to 

use in our analysis is 2013. 



 
UFMG Students in 1995, 2005 and 2013 according to Selected Characteristics 

Variables 
Percentage of students 

1995 2005 2013 

Admission course area 
   

 
Agrarian and Biological Sciences 6.74 7.39 6.63 

 
Exact and Earth Sciences 11.75 12.39 11.63 

 
Humanities 13.73 12.39 12.18 

 
Applied Social Sciences 20.3 20.02 18.77 

 
Engineering 14.62 16.52 17.14 

 
Linguistics, Letters and Arts 9.44 9.69 12.45 

 
Health 23.42 21.6 21.2 

Classes were taken during the day 89.06 79.34 65.71 

Admission was in the first semester of the year 53.86 54.61 57.57 

Female 47.51 47.15 55.83 

Studied High School in Public School (in whole or 
in part) 39.05 37.3 44.28 

Work 
   

 
Worked up to 20 hours per week 7.17 9.63 6.71 

 
Worked more than 20 hours per week 23.63 15.27 19.59 

 
Did not work 69.2 75.1 73.7 

Monthly Family Income (in Min. Wages) 
   

 
Up to 2 2.59 5.53 13.42 

 
From 2 to 5 14.61 22.57 35.96 

 
From 5 to 10 22.85 26.73 23.57 

 
More than 10 59.95 45.18 27.05 

Number of people living on family income 
   

 
One 2.59 1.89 2.72 

 
2 or 3 21.45 23.73 32.67 

 
4 or 5 55.22 64.06 58.18 

 
5 or 6 17.06 9.31 5.91 

 
6 or more 3.68 1.01 0.51 

Paternal education 
   

 
Did not complete Elementary School 22.59 18.55 16.53 

 
Completed Elementary School 12.34 10.71 11.32 

 
Completed High School 22.82 27.35 31.79 

 
Completed College 42.25 43.38 40.36 

Maternal education 
   

 
Did not complete Elementary School 22.32 15.52 12.98 

 
Completed Elementary School 13.6 9.06 9.29 

 
Completed High School 33.64 33.69 32.41 

 
Completed College 30.44 41.72 45.31 

Variables 
Average 

1995 2005 2013 

Entrance exam score (Vestibular) 211.49 184.59 152.02 

GPA 
   

 
First semester 3.02 3.35 2.94 

 
Second semester 3.04 3.27 2.73 

 
Third semester 3.05 3.15 2.73 

 
Fourth semester 3.25 3.25 2.81 

Age 21.22 21.06 21.38 

Total number of students 3591 4666 6618 

 



2.2 Empirical strategy 

Rules for admission to UFMG establishes that each candidate can choose, according the 

preferences, up to two courses among the ones available at the university before taking the 

entrance exam. Then, based on the ranked preferences and grades of all candidates, each 

candidate is informed whether they were classified to enroll in their first choice of course, in their 

second choice, or whether they were not classified to enroll in any of them. This way, at the end 

of the process, all candidates are ranked by their grades in the entrance exam and this ranking 

determines the ones who were admitted to the university and those who were not (based on the 

number of seats available). Finally, university seats are filled according to the candidates' 

admission exam grades. Generally, from the students admitted to a course, half of them with 

the best scores are assigned to the class entering in the first semester and the other half is 

assigned to the class entering in the second semester. This is usually done for every course. 

This feature on the assignment of the admitted candidates - allocating students to first or 

second semesters based on their grades - allows us to employ a Regression Discontinuity 

Design (RDD) approach to analyze peer effects among students in a Brazilian federal university 

environment. 

The RDD offer a way of estimating treatment effects in a non-experimental setting where 

treatment is determined by whether an observed assignment variable exceeds a known cutoff 

point (Lee and Lemieux, 2010, 2015; Imbens and Lemieux, 2008). This is the case of the 

analysis we propose in this paper. We intend to analyze the effects of peers on academic 

outcomes, using the fact that the allocation of the students to classes was based on an 

observed entrance exam score. The main idea behind the RDD is that students with grades just 

above the cutoff (the ones assigned to enter in the first semester) are good comparisons to 

those just below the cutoff (who were allocated to the second semester). This way, the 

difference between the academic performance of both groups of students will be driven by the 

fact that the ones in the first semester are surrounded by "better peers" - in terms of previous 

academic performance - in comparison to the ones assigned to the second semester. 

According to RDD approach, assignment to treatment is determined, either completely or partly, 

by the value of a predictor being on either side of a fixed threshold. Settings where treatment is 

only partially determined by whether the assignment variable crosses a cutoff point - as for 

example in cases of imperfect take-up by program participants or when factors other than the 

threshold rule affect the probability of program participation - are referred to as "fuzzy" RDD 

(Lee and Lemieux, 2015). The case of this paper is initially treated as a "sharp" RDD
5
 as the 

                                                           
5
We say, that "we initially use a sharp RDD approach" because whether individuals choose not to enroll 

in university once they get the result of the class that they were assigned to, the RDD becomes fuzzy, as 

in that case there will be an imperfect take-up. Hence, after further investigating the UFMG admission 

process and the data we will have access to, we may need to resort to a fuzzy RDD approach. 



assignment to treatment is determined by crossing a cutoff point since students above a certain 

grade in Vestibular will be allocated to the first semester while the remaining will start classes 

later. In this case, the probability of treatment (being allocated to the first semester) jumps from 

0 to 1 when the assignment variable (the Vestibular score) crosses the threshold (the minimum 

grade that fill the maximum number of students of a class/course). 

This students’ allocation scheme into classes is crucial for our analysis of peer effects on 

academic outcomes as having prior information specifying the composition of reference groups 

is the only way of making feasible inferences on this causality. According to Manski (1993), 

inferring on peer effects is difficult because there are three hypotheses explaining the fact that 

individuals belonging to the same group tend to behave similarly: 1) endogenous effects - the 

propensity of an individual to behave in some way varies with the behavior of the group; 2) 

exogenous (contextual) effects - the propensity of an individual to behave in some way varies 

with exogenous characteristics of the group, and 3) correlated effects - individuals in the same 

group tend to behave similarly because they have similar individual characteristics or face 

similar institutional environments. To make it clearer how these hypotheses work, consider our 

analysis of students' college achievement as an example. All else equal, there is an 

endogenous effect if individual achievement tends to vary with the average achievement of their 

classmates. There is an exogenous effect if, for instance, achievement tends to vary with the 

socio-economic composition of the students in the class. Finally, there are correlated effects if 

students in the same class tend to have a similar achievement because they have similar 

backgrounds or because they have the same teachers. 

Our identification strategy for estimating peer effects on academic outcomes eliminates the 

endogenous self-selection into groups that would otherwise undermine the causal inference of 

peer effects. Since RDD is "as good as a randomized experiment", students with grades on 

either side of the threshold - which defines who enters in first semester, and thus get higher 

quality peers, and who enters in the second semester, and thus get lower quality peers - are 

very similar to each other in every relevant respect except for the fact that some are surrounded 

by better peers while others are not. This way, peer effects can be computed by comparing the 

average of post-admission outcomes of individuals within a small bandwidth around the rank 

that determined whether they are assigned to one class or another (Lee and Lemieux, 2010). It 

is worth highlighting the fact that we are interested in different academic performance measures 

such as dropout and retention situation, obtained credits, GPA and grade in mandatory courses. 

Also, we seek to control for possible correlated effects. We intend to include teacher fixed 

effects in our estimation of peer effects. However, the inclusion of this information depends on 

the data that will be made available to us. It is also possible that at least for most of UFMG 

admission years, students selected to both the first and the second semesters are taught by the 

same teachers; if this is the case, our estimates will already be taking it into account. 



Angrist and Pischke (2008) formally describes the RDD approach as follows. 

Sharp RDD is used when treatment status, , is a discontinuous function of a covariate, . For 

illustration, assume there is only one course in the university. The covariate  is given by 

, where is the rank of the admitted student and  is the number of available 

seats for the course chosen by the student. The variable  is then given by  

 

In our analysis, is the normalized cutoff rank, which equals to zero here
6
. It is a discontinuous 

function because no matter how close a student's grade gets to the cutoff , the student's 

allocation is unchanged until . 

Let  be a post-admission academic outcome of interest. In the simplest approach, after fixing a 

small window around , inference of peer effects in our model can be carried out through the 

following regression: 

 

Where  is the causal effect of interest. In Equation 2, our regressor of interest  is not only 

correlated with , but it is a deterministic function of  as well. RDD captures causal effects by 

discriminating the nonlinear and discontinuous function, 1( ), from the smooth and (in this 

case) linear function, . However, the trend relation between  and  may be nonlinear. In this 

case, we can fit the following model: 

 

Provided that  is continuous around , it is possible to estimate Equation 3 even with a 

flexible functional form for . As illustrated by Angrist and Pischke (2008), modeling  

with a -order polynomial, RDD estimates can be obtained from the regression: 

 

Beyond that, a generalization of RDD allows for a differential trend between treated and non-

treated individuals: 
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As mentioned in the previous footnote,  may not be deterministic since students may choose not to 

enroll.  does tell which class the student is assigned to if he/she chooses to enroll. Nevertheless, for 

simplicity we chose to keep the illustration of our methodology with the sharp scenario. 



 

where  is the academic performance measure for student ,  is a dummy variable indicating 

the semester the students belongs to (1=first semester; 0=second semester), is the 

standardized assignment grade and  represents teacher fixed effects. Aiming at improving our 

estimators' efficiency we will include fixed effects for courses ( ) and time ( ).  

When working with the data we will test and therefore define both the functional form of the 

model and the bandwidths that best fits the data. 

 

3 Expected Outcomes 

Based on the literature applied to peer effects on higher education, we may expect to identify 

the existence of impacts of peers on student's academic outcomes. Given a different university 

context and the diverse directions of peer effects on College students' achievements (verified in 

studies based in national and international College students), we believe it is more advisable to 

analyze the data before speculating the directions and heterogeneities in peer effects that we 

might find. 
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